Guidelines for Prospective International Students
Do you want to study for the master’s degree in Global British Studies at Leipzig
University? To ensure that your application is successful, please read the following
information carefully to learn more about the admission requirements and application
procedure. Please submit your application documents in full, on time and in the
prescribed manner. If your application does not meet these requirements, unfortunately we will not be
able to consider it in the admission procedure.

Application Procedure
There are different application procedures at our university. The correct procedure for your application
depends on whether you obtained your university degree abroad or in Germany.
The application periods for international students with a university degree from abroad are:


Winter semester: 15 April – 31 May



Summer semester: 1 November – 31 December

apply via uni-assist

The application periods for international students with a university degree from Germany are:


Winter semester: 4 June – 15 September



Summer semester: 1 December – 31 December

apply via AlmaWeb

Please refer to the information provided by the International Centre to learn more about all aspects and
stages of the application process. You can find all necessary information as well as helpful guides
and checklists in English on their website for prospective students.
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If you have questions regarding the application procedure, uni-assist, AlmaWeb or
enrolment procedures, please contact the International Centre.

Subject-specific admission requirements MA Global British Studies


BA degree in British Studies, English Teacher Training or a closely related area (a minimum of
60 ECTS in English studies, incl. a minimum of 10 ECTS each in English linguistics, British
literature and British cultural studies).



English proficiency at level C1 according to CEFR. We do not offer language tests at our
institute, but we accept TOEFL, CAE, and IELTS as proof of language proficiency. You may
hand in your proof of language proficiency at a later date.



Another foreign language at A2 level (not your native language) or basic level Latin.

If you have any questions regarding the subject-specific admission requirements that are
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not answered in this document or on the website, please contact the programme
coordinator Prof. Dr. Oliver von Knebel Doeberitz.
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